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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix and write A = H + iK, where H and K are 
Hermitian matrices. We show that if the minimal polynomial of the pencil xH + yK 
has degree 3, then there is a unitary matrix U such that U-‘AU is block diagonal with 
blocks of size 3 ~3 or smaller. This is a special case of a conjecture made by 
Kippenhahn in 1951. 
1. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTION 
We work over C, the field of complex numbers, and view n X n matrices 
as linear transformations acting on the n dimensional vector space, V, of n X 1 
column vectors over C. If ~=(x,,...,x,)~ and y=(yi,...,~,,)~ are two 
vectors in V, then (x, y) denotes the usual inner product: (x, y) = Ey=ixiyi, 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. Let A be an n X n matrix and 
write A = H + iK, where H = (A + A*)/2 and K = (A - A*)/2i are Hermi- 
tian. We use A* for the conjugate transpose of A. We use Zk for the k X k 
identity matrix, but omit the subscript k if the size of Z is clear. We use 0 for 
the zero matrix. 
We say A is unitarily reducible if U*AU is block diagonal for some unitary 
matrix U. We say a matrix is D( n,, n2,. . . , np) if it is block diagonal with p 
diagonal blocks of sizes n1 X nl, n2 X n2,.. .,?a,, X np. Recall that (x, Ay) = 
(A*x, y) for all x, y E V. Using this, one can show that A is unitarily 
reducible to a matrix which is D(n,, . . . ,n,) if and only if V can be 
decomposed as a direct sum, V = V,@ V,@ . . . CB V,, such that Vi is a com- 
mon, invariant subspace of A and A* of dimension ni, for each i = 1,. . . , p 
(Specht [12], or see [l] or [lo]). Note that Vi is invariant under both A and A* 
if and only if it is invariant under both H and K. 
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The pencil generated by H and K is XH + yK = {rH + SKIT, s E C}. The 
characteristic polyrwrnial of XH + yK is det(X1 - XH - yK), which we refer 
to as f(x, y, A). Note that f(x, y, A) is homogeneous of degree n in the 
variables x, y, and A. The characteristic polynomial, det(XZ + xH + yK), of 
- (xH + yK) was studied by Mumaghan [6] and Kippenhahn [3] in connec- 
tion with the numerical range of A = H + iK. See Fiedler [2] for a recent 
discussion. Mot&n and Taussky [4, 51 studied the characteristic polynomial 
of a general pencil of matrices in their work on pairs of matrices with 
property L. Among other things they proved the following result. 
THEOREM (Mot&in, Tat&y [4]). Let H and K be Hennitian matrices. 
Then f(x, y, h) = det(AZ - XH - yK) factors over C into n linear factors if 
and only if HK = KH. 
Thus we see A is normal and hence unitarily reducible to a diagonal 
matrix if and only if f(x, y, X) factors over Q: into n linear factors. 
If A is unitarily reducible to a matrix which is D(n,,. . . ,nP), then 
f(x, y, A) must factor into p factors of degrees nl,. . . ,nP. More precisely, if 
U*AU = A,@ . . . @A,, where Aj is nix ni’ and we write Aj= Hi+ iKj 
where Hi and Kj are Hermitian, then f(x, y, X) = I-Q’= ,det(XZ - xHj - yKj). 
However, examples show that f(x, y, A) may factor even when A is not 
unitarily reducible [3, pp. 205-206; 8, pp. 205-2061. Kippenhahn [3, p. 2121) 
made the following conjecture. 
CONJECTURE (Kippenhahn [3, p, 2121). Let f(x, y, X) = det(A1 - XH - 
yK)= [n,(x, y, h)]‘l[~a(x, y, A)]‘“. . . [~Jx, y, A)]G, where vi ,..., rs are dis- 
tinct irreducible polynomials and the ri’s are positive integers. Then if rj > 1 
for some 1~ j< s, the matrix A is unitarily reducible. 
The minimal polynomial, denoted m(x, y, X), of the pencil XH + yK is 
defined in the usual way [3, p. 211; 8, pp. 207-2081. If f(x, y, X) is factored 
as above, then m(x, y, h) = a,(~, y, h)?r,(x, y,X) . . . ~T,(x, y, X) [3, p. 211; 8, 
p. 2081. Thus an alternative way to state the conjecture is that if the degree of 
the minimal polynomial is less than n, then A is unitarily reducible. Suppose 
the conjecture is true and m(x, y, X) has degree t. Let U*AU= A,@ . . . @A,, 
where Aj= H,+ iKjwith Hjand KjHermitian. Then m(x, y, xH,+ yKj)= 0, 
so the minimal polynomial of xHj + yKj divides m(x, y, X) and hence has 
degree at most t. By applying the conjecture to A,, A,, . . . , A,, we can 
unitarily reduce the blocks until A has been unitarily reduced to a matrix 
which is D( nl,. . . , n,)withnj<tforallj=l,...,p. 
Kippenhahn gave a proof for the case where m(x, y, h) has degree two 
([3, p. 2121, or see [9]). In [8] it was shown that if f(x, y, h) has a linear factor 
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of multiplicity greater than n/3, then H and K have a common eigenvector, 
and hence A is unitarily reducible. 
In this paper we verify Kippenhahn’s conjecture for the case where the 
minimal polynomial of XH -t yK has degree 3. We show that if m(x, y, A) has 
degree 3, then A is unitarily reducible to a matrix which is D(n,, . . , , np) with 
nj<3forj=l,...,p. 
In Section 2 we show that if m(x, y, X) has degree t, then H and K may 
be put into a nice block form, consisting of t2 blocks, via a simultaneous, 
unitary similarity. In Section 3 we examine the case t = 3 more closely to 
obtain the main result. We present some examples in Section 4. In Section 5 
we show Kippenhahn’s conjecture holds if n < 5. 
2. A BLOCK FORM FOR H AND K 
When discussing the pencil xH + yK, we may also use the nonhomoge 
neous form H + zK, where z is a complex variable. Note that det(AZ - (H + 
ZK)) = f(1, z, X). The eigenvalues of H + zK are functions of the complex 
variable z. A theorem of Rellich says these functions are analytic in a 
neighborhood of 0. 
THEOREM (Rellich [7]). Zf H and K are Hermitian matrices, then the 
eigenvalues of H + ZK can be expanded in power series about the origin. 
We let A,(z),A,(z),..., X,(z) denote the eigenvalues of H + zK. Since 
H + ZK may have multiple eigenvalues, the Ais are not always distinct 
functions. The eigenvalues of H are X,(O), X,(O), . . . ,A,(O); we set hi = Xi(O). 
The Ais are differentiable at 0; we set ki = h:(O). Thus, by Rellich’s theorem, 
in a neighborhood of 0 we have 
hi(z) = hi + kiz + bizz2 + bi,z3 + . . . 
for i = 1 , . . . , n. Since H and K are Hermitian, H + zK has real eigenvalues 
whenever z is real. Hence, the coefficients hi, ki, big, bi3,... are all real 
numbers. 
The theorem below, and its proof, are similar to a result of Taussky [13]. 
THEOREM 1. Let H and K be n X n Hermitian matrices, and let 
X,(z), X,(z),. * *, X,(z) be the distinct eigenvalues of H + zK. Let m, be the 
muZtipZicityofh,(z) fori=l,..., t. Let hi = Xi(O), and assume the numbers 
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h 1,. . . , h, are distinct. Then there is a unitary matrix U such that 
and 
/ h,I,, 0 ... 0 
0 h,I,+ ... 0 
U*HU= . . 
iI 6 -0. hj,,,! 
= h,Z,$ h,Z,,$ . . . ah,& 
K’;, . ‘. k,;, 
where ki = h:(O) for 
conformal with that 
l<i< j<n. 
i=l , . . . , t and the partition of U*K U into blocks is 
of U*HU-i.e., the block K,, has size m, X mj for 
Proof Since H is Hermitian, it can be unitarily diagonalized, so we can 
find a unitary matrix U such that U*HU is in the desired form. Partition the 
matrix U*KU into blocks which are conformal to the block structure of H: 
’ 4, Ku ... 4,’ 
K;, K, ... Kzt 
U*KU= . . . 3 
IiT, K*& . . . Zi,, 
where Kii is mi x mj for 1~ i < j< t. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume U*HU and U*KU are the original H and K. Henceforth we will call 
U*HU and U*KU by Hand K. 
We now show Kii = X:(O)Z,8 = k,Z,, for each i = 1,. . . , t. 
For convenience of notation we assume i = 1; the same argument holds 
for any i = 1,. . . , t. Since H + zK is Hermitian for every real value of z, and 
X r( z ) is an eigenvahre of H + zK of multiplicity m,, the rank of H + xK - 
A,( z)I is at most n - m,, whenever z is real. Hence, the determinant of any 
(n - m, + l)x(n - m, + 1) minor of H + zK - X,(z)Z is zero for every real 
value of z. Since the determinant of a minor of H + zK - X,(z)Z is an analytic 
fimction of z in a neighborhood of 0, we see that the determinant of every 
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minor of size (n - m, + 1)X( r~ - m, + 1) must be the zero function. We now 
look at the minor of H + ZK - X,(z)Z formed from row i (where 1~ i < m,), 
column j (where 1~ j< m,), and the last n - ml rows and columns of 
H + zK - h,(z)Z. We denote the i, j entry of K,, by (K1,)ij, the ith row of 
K,, by ( Ki,)i, and the jth column of Kf, by (Kf,)j, for r = 1,. . . , t. 
If i * j, we have 
det 
We differentiate both sides and evaluate at z = 0. To differentiate the left 
hand side we must sum all of the determinants in which one row is 
differentiated. Now, if the first row is not differentiated, then, upon substitut- 
ing z = 0, it will become a row of zeros and contribute nothing to the sum. 
Hence, we need only consider the term in which the first row is differenti- 
ated. After substituting z = 0 we have 
det 
/ tKU)ij (KL2)i “* tKlt)i ’ 
0 
det 
(h,-hl)Zm, **. 0 
= 0. 
0 0 
\ 
0.. (h,-h,)Z_ 
Since hi - hi * 0 for i > 1, we see ( Kll)i j = 0 whenever i * j. 
If i = j, we have 
’ h+(fL)iiz - X1(z) (W,z ‘. (fL)iz 
(W’Z [Gh(414n2+&z~ ... K,,t 
&)‘z GZ .t. [h-~~b)lL,+fL~ 
= 0. 
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We differentiate and set z = 0. Since h, = A,(O), the same argument used 
above shows 
det 
(Kll)ii - ‘i(O) (h?)i *.. (Klt)i 
0 (h,-h,)Zm2 a** 0 
Hence (K,,)ii = h;(O) for i = 1,. . . ,m,. Thus K,, = A;(O)Z_ = Ic,Z,~. n 
The next result gives us information about the offdiagonal blocks K,, 
THEOREM 2. Let H and K be n x n Hermitian matrices, and sqppose the 
minimal polynomial of XH + yK has degree t. Assume also that H has t 
distinct eigenvalues, h,, . . . , h,, where hi has multiplicity m,. Then there is a 
unitay matrix U such that 
’ h,Z,_ 0 ..a 0 
0 h,Z_ ... 0 
U*HU= . . 
iI ;, ..’ h,;,,! 
= h,Z,,@h,Z,Z@ . . . @h,Z,, 
and 
k,L, 4, . . . 4, ’ 
K;C, k24nz ... K2, 
U*KU= . . 
where K, is of size m, X mf Furthermore, if we set a,. = l/(hi - hi) when 
i*j ada..= - tl h:(O)/2 for i, j= 1,. . . , t, then the o/lowing t equations s 
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hold: 
(2) a21K$K12 + a22L 2 +a,K,K&+a24K,,K&+ *.* +aztKztK&=O, 
(3) a31KfsK,s + a,,KLK, + aaZm 3 + a,K,K&+ *. * + a3,K3,K&= 0, 
(4) a,,K&K1,+ a,K&K,+ a,,K&K,+ aMZm 4 + .** +a,,K,,K:t=Op 
Proof. Since the minimal polynomial of XH + yK has degree t, and H has 
t distinct eigenvahres h,, . . . , h, , we have t distinct eigenvalues, A r( z ), . . . , X&z ) 
for H + ZK, with h,(O) = hi for i c 1,. . . , t. Since hi has multiplicity mi, the 
eigenvalue h,(z) must also have multiplicity m,. So, by Theorem 1, we may 
assume H and K are in the desired block form, with ki = h:(O) for i = 1,. . . , t. 
It remains to show that the a, js and Ki js satisfy Equations (l)-( t ). 
We wiU show that Equation (1) holds. The same argument serves to derive 
the other equations. We have X,(a) = h, + k,z + b,,z2 + b,,z3 + ’ 1. , where 
b = h;‘(0)/2. The rank of H + ,zK - X,(z)Z is at most 
vzue of z, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1, and 
n - m,, for every 
H + zK - h,(t)1 
We remove a factor of z from each of the first m, rows and columns of 
88 
H + ZK - A,(z) and caIl the resulting matrix R(z): 
HELENE SHAPIRO 
I -( b,,+b,,z+ . ..)& 62 KU \ 
\ K:, K&t “. [h,+k,z-Xl(3)]zn,, , 
If z * 0, then R(z) and H + ZK - X,(z)1 have the same rank. Hence, the 
determinantofeveryminorofR(z)ofsize(n-m,+l)X(n--m,+1)iszero 
for z * 0. But the determinant of a minor of R(z) is an analytic function of z. 
Hence, every minor of R(z) of size (n - mi + 1)X( n - m, + 1) vanishes 
identically in z and the rank of R = R(0) is at most n - m,. We have 
R = R(0) = 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Since hi - h, * 0 for i = 2,. . . , t, the matrix R has rank 12 - ml. Thus the null 
space of R has dimension m,. 
Suppose X is in the null space of R. We write 
Xl ’ 
x2 
x= . > 
\ i , 
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where each Xi is a column vector of length mi. We then have 
RX= 
Hence 
- b,,X, + K,,X, + Z&X, + . . . + Z&X, 
Gxl+ (h - 4 )X2 
Gxl+ @, - h )x3 
K&Xl + (4 - hl >x, 
= 0. 
I 
foreach j=2,...,t. 
Thus, the vector X is completely determined by the column vector X, of 
length m,. Since the null space of R has dimension m,, for any choice of the 
vector X,, 
is in the nulll space of R. Computing RX, we see that for any vector X, we 
have 
1 . . . 
+ hl-h, 
---K1,K,*, X, = 0. 
Hence, if we put aI, = - b,, = - X;‘(O)/2 and ~,~=l/(h,-h~) for j= 
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2 , . . . , t, then we obtain 
which is (1). The other equations are obtained in a similar fashion. n 
3. m(r, y, X) HAS DEGREE 3 
We now assume the minimal polynomial, m(x, y, h), of XH + yK has 
degree three and prove our main result. We will need some facts about matrix 
products of the form SS* and S*S, which we collect in the lemma below. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a complex p X q matrix. Let W be the vector space of 
column vectors of length q, and let V be the vector space of column vectors of 
length p. We view S as a linear transfation from W into V and S* as a 
linear transformation of V into W. Then the following hold: 
(1) SS* is a p x p, positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix. S*S is a q x q, 
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix. 
(2) SS*v = 0 if and only if S*v = 0. SSw = 0 if and only if SW = 0. 
(3) S, S, SS*, and S*S all have the same rank. 
(4) Zf o is a nonzero eigenvalue of SS with multiplicity m and associated 
eigenspace V,, then a is an eigenvalue of S*S with multiplicity m and 
eigenspace S*(V,). 
These facts are well known; we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let H and K be n X n Hermitian matrices, and let m(x, y, X) 
be the minimal polynomial of XH + yK. Suppose m(x, y, X) has degree three. 
Then A = H + iK is unitarily reducible to a matrix which is D( nl, n2,, . . , nr) 
where ni< 3 for each I= l,...,p. 
Proof. If we can show that H and K have a nontrivial, common invariant 
subspace of dimension at most three, then we can complete the argument by 
using induction on n. For, if H and K have a nontrivial, common invariant 
subspace of dimension n, < 3, then for some unitary matrix U we have 
U*AU = A,@A,, where A, is n, x nl. Writing A, = H, + iK,, where H, and 
K, are Hermitian, we see that the minimal polynomial of xH, + yK, divides 
m(x, y, X) because m(x, y, xH, + yK,) = 0. Hence, the minimal polynomial 
of xH2 + yK, has degree less than or equal to 3. Since A, is (n - nl) x (n - 
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n,), by induction we can assume A, is unitarily reducible to a matrix which is 
D(n,,..., np) with nj< 3 for j= 2,..., p. Hence A is unitarily reducible to a 
matrix which is D(n,, . . . ,n,) with nj < 3 for j= 1,. . . ,p. Thus it suffices to 
show H and K have a nontrivial, common invariant subspace of dimension at 
most three. 
We first show that, without loss of generality, we may assume H has three 
distinct eigenvalues. Since m(x, y, X) has degree three, H + zK has three 
distinct eigenvalues, h,(z), A,(n), and As(z). For some real number ze, the 
numbers A,(z,), A,(z,), and A,(z,) are distinct and H + z,K has three 
distinct eigenvalues. Notice that H and K generate the same pencil as 
H + z,K and K do, and replacing H by H + z,K in f(x, y, A) = det(XI - XH 
- yK) has the same effect on f(x, y, A) and m(x, y, X) as a linear change of 
variable. So, if we replace H by H + z. K, we do not change the pencil 
xH + yK or tbe form of f(x, y, A) and m(x, y, X). Also, a subspace of V is 
invariant under both H and K if and only if it is invariant under both 
H+z,KandK,soU*AUisD(n,,..., n,,) if and only if U*[(H + z,K)+ iK]U 
is D(n,,..., np). So, without loss of generality, we may assume the original 
matrix, H, has three distinct eigenvalues, h,, h,, and h,, of multiplicities m,, 
ms, and ms, respectively. We order the his so that m, > ms > tns. (This will 
be used in one case of the argument.) As before, we have hi = A&O) and 
ki = h;(O) for i = 1,2,3. 
By Theorem 2, we may assume 
where B is m, X m2, while C is m, X m3 and D is m2 X m3. Furthermore, for 
some constants (Y~, pi, and yi, with i = 1,2,3 and LI,& f 0, the following three 
equations hold: 
0) 
(2) a,B*B + &DD* = YJ,,,~, 
+*C + &D*D = Y&. 
We now show that Hand K have a nontrivial, common invariant subspace 
of dimension at most three. The block form of H and K suggests that we try 
to find column vectors X of length m,, Y of length m2, and Z of length m3 
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such that the subspace spanned by 
is invariant under both H and K. Here, O,, means a column of mi zeros, for 
i = 1,2,3. This space is clearly invariant under H for any choice of X, Y, and 
2. We study the matrices B, C, and D to see how X, Y, and Z may be chosen 
so that this space is also invariant under K. 
In addition to Equations (l)-(3), we need 
(4 a4BB* + ,f3,CC* + BDC* + CD*B* = y4Zm, 
for some constants Q, &, y4. This is derived as follows. Let 
m(x, y, A) = x3 +(ax + by)P + 9(x, Y>X + 4x2 ?I)> 
where a and b are real numbers, q(x, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree two, and c(x, y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3. Since 
m(0, 1, K) = 0 we have 
(5) K3 + bK2 + q(0, l)K + c(O,l)Z = 0. 
Using block multiplication to compute K2 and K3, we find the first ml x m, 
diagonal block of the matrix expression on the left-hand side of (5). This yields 
(2k, + k, + b)BB* + (2k, + k, + b)CC* + BDC* + CD*B* 
+[k~+bk~+q(O,l)k,+c(O,l)]Z,l=O. (6) 
Hence, there exist constants CQ, p.,, and yq such that (4) holds. 
Now let V be the vector space of column vectors of length m,, while W is 
the space of column vectors of length m2, and U the space of column vectors 
of length m3. Figure 1 is helpful in keeping track of V, W, and U. Let 
b 1,. . . ,b, be the distinct eigenvalues of BB*, and let V, be the eigenspace of 
BB* associatedwith bi for i=l,...,r. Then we haveV=Vi@V2@ ... @V,. 
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D* 
dimV= ml, 
dimW = m2, 
dimU=m3, 
Bism,Xmz, B’ism,Xm,, 
Cism,Xm,, C* is m3 X m,, 
Dism2Xm3, D* is m3 X m2. 
FIG. 1 
Recall Equations (l)-(3): 
(1) qBB* + #&cc* = y&, 
(2) a,B*B + &DD* = y2&, 
(3) a$*C + ,B,D*D = y3Z,_. 
Recall also that ajpj * 0 for j= 1,2,3. Set ci = (n - albi)/P1 and di = (y3 - 
‘Y~Q)/&. From Equation (1) we see that v is the eigenspace of CC* 
associated with the eigenvalue ci. Now, let 
vi = {u E uIc*cu = CiU>. 
BY (3h 
Let 
Vi = {u E UID*Du = d,~}. 
BY (43 
Wi = (w E WIDD*w = d,w). 
Wi = {w E WJB*Bw = bw}, where b= y2-Pzdie 
a2 
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Let V, = {u E VIBB*u = bu). One can easily see that C*(Vi) G Vi, while 
D(U,)c Wi and B(W,)G V,. Hence BDC*(Vi) G V,. If X E Vi and X * 0, 
then BDC*X = 0 if and only if bcidi = 0, by Lemma 1, parts (2) and (4). If 
bcidi * 0, then by part (4) of Lemma 1 we have C*(Vi) = Vi, D(Ui) = W,, and 
B(W,) = V,. In this case, Vi, Vi, Wi, and V, all have the same dimension and b 
must equal bj for some eigenvalue b, of BB*. We have b = bi if and only if 
azbi + &di = yz. Thus, there are three possibilities: 
(7.1) BDC*X = 0 for some nonzero X in Vi if and only if bc,d, = 0. In this 
case, BDC*(Vi) = {O}. 
(7.2) If bc,d, * 0 and azbi + &d, * yz then BDC*(Vi) = Vi for some j* i. 
(7.3) If bcidi * 0 and azbi + &di = yz then b = bi and BDC*(y) = Vi. 
Similarly, if d = ( yz - a2 bi )/& and c = (ys - &d)/ag, then we again have 
three possible cases: 
(8.1) CD*B*X = 0 for some nonaero X in y if and only if b,cd = 0. In this 
case, CD*B*(Vi) = (O}. 
(8.2) If bicd * 0 and azbi + &di * yz then CD*B*(Vi) = V, for some k * i. 
(8.3) If bicd * 0 and aZbi + &,d, = yz then d = di and c = c, and 
CD*B*(Vi) = Vi. 
We now use Equation (4): 
(4) (Ye BB* + &CC* + BDC* + CD*,* = y41m,. 
For any X E Vi, we have 
(9) BDC*X + CD*B*X = (y4 - aqbi -,8&X. 
First, suppose X t 0 and BDC*X = 0. Then CD*B*X E Vi. If CD*B*& f 0, 
then by (8.1), (8.2), and (8.3) we have b,cd * 0 and azbi +&d, = yz. But 
then c = ci and d = di so bicidi * 0. This contradicts (7.1), because b = bi and 
we assumed BDC*X = 0. So, if BDC*X = 0 for any nonzero X in Vi, then we 
must have BDC*(V,) - CD*B*(Vi) = {O}. Similarly, if CD*B*X = 0, then we 
must have CD*B*(Vi) = BDC*(Vi) = {O}. Thus, there are three cases to con- 
sider: 
Case 1. BDC*X * 0 for some X in Vi and azbi + &d, = yz. Then by (7.1), 
(7.3), (8.1), and (8.3) we have bicidi * 0 and BDC*(Vl) = CD*B*(Vi) = Vi. 
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Case 2. BDC*(V,) = CD*B*(Vi) = 0 for all i = 1,. . . ,r. 
Case 3. If neither case 1 nor case 2 holds then for some i we have 
BDC*X * 0 for some X in Vi and ozbi + &di * ya. Then by (7.1) and (7.2) 
we have BDC*(Vi) = Vi for some i * j. From (9), and the fact that V = V,@ V, 
@ * . . @V, is a direct sum, we must have CD*B*X = - BDC*X for all X in 
Vi and y4 - a4bi - &ci = 0. 
We will show that in each of the first two cases, H and K have a nontrivial, 
common, invariant subspace of dimension at most three. We then complete 
the proof of Theorem 3 by showing that case 3 cannot arise. 
In case 1, let X E Vi be an eigenvector of BDC* with nonzero eigenvalue 
A. Thus, BDC*X = AX. Multiply both sides on the left by B* to get 
B*B(DC*X)= hB*X. Since DC*X E Wi, we have B*B(DC*X) = biDC*X. 
Hence we have 
(10) 
x 
DC*X = bi B*X. 
Now multiply both sides of (10) on the left by D*. Since C*X E Vi, we have 
D*D(C*X) = d,C*X = (A/bi)D*B*X. Thus, we obtain 
(11) 
bd. D*B*X = 2 A c*x. 
Using Equations (10) and (11) plus the fact that BB*X = b,X and CC*X = c,X, 
one can see that the space spanned by the three vectors 
is invariant under K. 
In case 2, we have BDC*X = CD*B*X for every X in Vi for each 
i=l , . . . ,r. Hence, BDC* = CD*B* = 0. If bi = 0 for some i, let X be a 
nonzero vector of Vi. Then by part (2) of Lemma 1 we have B*X = 0. Also, 
C*X E Vi, so D*D(C*X) = d,C*X. Hence the space spanned by the three 
vectors 
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is invariant under K. Similarly, if ci = 0 for some i, then, if X is any nonzero 
vector of y, the space spanned by 
is invariant under K. If bici * 0 for any choice of i = l,.. . ,r, then the 
m, x ml matrices BB* and CC* are nonsingular. By Lemma 1, part (3), both 
B and C have rank ml. Since B is ml X m2 and C is m, X m3, this implies 
ml G rns and m, 6 ms. However, we assumed at the start that m, >, ma > ms. 
This forces m, = ms = ms. Hence, B and C are square, nonsingular matrices 
and BDC* = 0 implies D = 0. Hence, for any nonzero X in Vi, the space 
spanned by the vectors 
is invariant under K. 
It remains to deal with case 3. We shall assume that case 3 does occur and 
show that this leads to a contradiction. 
In case 3, we have CD*B*X = - BDC*X for all X in Vi. When X * 0, the 
vector CD*B*X is nonzero and lies in VP for some j* i. Let X be any nonzero 
vector of Vi. Then DC*X is in Wi, so we have 
(12) B*B( DC*X) = bjDC*X. 
Since CD*B*X = - BDC*X, we have 
Lemma 1 (4) and Equations (l)-(3), we 
c*c, so 
(13) C*BDC*X = X D*B*X 
C*BDC*X = - C*C( D*B*X). By 
know D*B*X is an eigenvector of 
for some scalar X . 
Since C*X E vi, we know C*X is an eigenvector of D*D; by (2) and Lemma 
1, we know B*X is an eigenvector of DD*. Using Equations (12) and (13), the 
fact that CD*B*X = - BDC*X for all X in Vi, and the facts of the previous 
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sentence one can verify that the space spanned by the six vectors 
0 
ml 
DC*X 
0 m3 
BDC*X 
0 m!z 
0 m3 
0 
ml 
0 
m2 
D*B*X 
is invariant under H and K. Let Ydenote the subspace spanned by these six 
vectors. First note that all six of these vectors are nonzero; we now show that 
they are linearly independent. Since X E Vi and BDC*X E Vi, with i * j, we 
know X and BDC*X are linearly independent. Also, if DC*X = XB*X for 
some scalar A, then BDC*X = h BB*X E Vi, which contradicts the conditions 
of case 3. Hence DC*X and B*X are linearly independent. Similarly, if 
D*B*X = AC*X, then we have CD*B*X = hCC*X E Vi, again contradicting 
the conditions of case 2. Hence the six vectors are linearly independent and ?r 
has dimension six. 
For the remainder of the argument we need only consider the action of H 
and K on the subspace ‘T. Thus, it will suffice to deal with the case where H 
and K are 6 X 6. We first normalize the vectors X, B*X, and C*X and use the 
Gram-Schmidt process to construct vectors Y, 2, and T so that the following 
six vectors form an orthonormal basis for ‘VI 
Now let Z? and Z? be the 6 X 6 matrices which represent the actions of H and 
K, respectively, on the subspace V, with respect to the new basis 
{v,, v,, v3, v,, vs. us}. Then we have Z? = h,Z,@h,Z,~h,Z,, where I, is the 
2 x 2 identity matrix. Computing the products Ku,, where i = 1,. . . ,6, we find 
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that g has the following form: 
k ’ 18 
k 26 
h6 
k ’ 46 
0 
Here, the ki js are undetermined coefficients, while k,, k,, and k, are from the 
original matrix K. However, since { ur, us, z)s, v,, II~, 06> is an orthonormal 
basis, fi and I? are obtained by applying a simultaneous, unitary similarity to 
H and K, and thus still satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3. Since l? must be 
Hermitian, we have k,, = k,, = k, = k,, = 0. Setting b, = k,,, b, = k,,, 
cl = k15> and c, = k,, we then have 
(k, 0 b, 0 cl 0 ’ 
0 k, 0 b, 0 c, 
K= 6, 0 k, 0 k,, k, ’ 0 6, 0 k, 45 , 
q 0 i;,, ii45 k, 0 
\ 0 zz gs6 ii46 0 k, ) 
Furthermore, since fi still has the diagonal form specified in Theorems 1 and 
2, the off diagonal blocks of Z? satisfy the equations of Theorem 2. Thus, the 
three matrices 
satisfy equations (l)-(4). 
Note that BB* = B*B has eigenvalues jb,1’ and lb,1’. Since we are in case 
3, these eigenvalues must be distinct, i.e., lb,! * Ib,l. Also, the eigenspace V, is 
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now spanned by X = 
compute’ 
, while the eigenspace V, is spanned by 
and CD*B*X= 
Now, under the conditions of case 3, BDC*X * 0 and CD*B*X * 0, so b, * 0 
and c1 * 0. Also, BDC*X E V,, so blClk3s = 0. Hence k,, = 0. Then from 
BDC*X = * 0 
we see that b, * 0, and from 
CD*B*X = *o 
we see that c, * 0 and k, f 0. We now compute 
Since b,.?,k,, * 0, this vector is not in V, and hence BDC*(V,) c V,. Hence 
b,c2k,, = 0. Since b2C2 * 0, we have k46 = 0. Hence 
D= k” 
k 
( ) 45 
0”. 
For convenience, we set r = k, and s = k,,, or 
‘The argument is the same for X = 0 
0 
1 
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We now use Equations (l)-(3). Recalling what the coefficients (Y~ and pi 
are from Theorem 2. we have 
(1) 
(2) 
q&/B*+ &cc* = YlZ,, 
1 1 
hs-hi 
B*B + h, _ h, DD* = Yaz,, 
&D*D = y3z2. 
3 2 
Adding Equations (l)-(3) together, and using the facts that BB* = B*B and 
CC* = C*C, we obtain 
&DD* - D*D) = (VI + ~2 + YS)ZP 
2 3 
Hence DD* - D*D is a scalar matrix. However, 
Hence we must have ]r] = (s] and DD* = D*D = 1~1~1,. Equation (2) now 
implies that 
must also be a scalar matrix, contradicting the condition that in case 3 the 
matrix B*B must have at least two distinct eigenvalues. Hence case 3 cannot 
occur. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. n 
4. EXAMPLES 
It was shown in [9] that if f(x, y, X) = [g(x, y, h)]“12, where g(x, y, A) is 
irreducible of degree two, then A is unitarily similar to 
A,@A,@ ... @A, , 
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where the 2 x 2 matrix A, is uniquely determined, up to a unitary similarity, 
by the polynomial g(x, y, h). In fact, a 2X2 matrix A, = H, + iK, is always 
uniquely determined, up to a unitary similarity, by the characteristic poly- 
nomial of rZZ, + yK, [8, pp. 206-207 or 9, pp. 104-1051. This is not true for 
3 X 3 matrices, as Example 1 of [8] shows. 
EWLE 1 [8, pp. 205-2061. Let 
= H, + iK, 
and 
where a is any nonzero real number. Then det(hZ - xZ!Z, - yK,) = det(XZ - 
xZZs - yK,) = h[( X - ax - y)(A + ax - y) - 3y2]. However, A is not unitarily 
reducible, while B is D(1,2). Hence, for no unitary matrix U do we have 
U*AU= B. 
Furthermore, even when f(x, y, A) is an irreducible cubic, it does not 
uniquely determine A up to unitary similarity. 
EXAMPLES [ll, pp.28-311. Let 
and 
Then 
I 
0 l/&z l/\/;z 
B=o 0 2 =H,+iK,. 
0 0 0 
f(x, y, A) = det(XZ - xH, - yK,) = det(XZ - xH2 - yK,) 
= A3 - 5 4(X2+y2)h-~r(x2+y2). 
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If f(x, y, A) has a linear factor, it must be of the form h - (YX - py, where 
(Y + ip is an eigenvalue of A, while cr is an eigenvalue of H and p is an 
eigenvalue of K. Since 0 is the only eigenvalue of A, we have (Y + ip = 0. 
Since H and K are Hermitian, the numbers (Y and /3 must be real. Hence 
(Y = /3 = 0 and X - (YX - by = A. But h does not divide f(x, y, A). Thus, 
f(x, y, X) is an irreducible cubic. However, (A*)2A2 has trace a, while 
(Z3*)2B2 has trace 2, so A and B are not unitarily similar. 
If A is a 3m ~3rn matrix andf(x, y, h)= [g(x, y, A)]“‘, where g(x, y, A) 
is an irreducible cubic polynomial, then m(x, y, X) = g(x, y, X), and Theorem 
3 tells us that there is a unitary matrix U such that U*A U = A,@ . . . @A,, 
where each A j is 3 X3. If Aj = Hi + iKi’ then we must have g(x, y, X) = 
det(XZ - xHj - yKj), but Example 2 shows that the A js need not be unitarily 
similar. 
If m(r, y, A) factors into linear factors, then H and K have property L, so 
HK = KH and A is normal. If the cubic m(x, y, A) factors into a linear factor 
and an irreducible quadratic factor, and A is unitarily reduced into the finest 
possible block diagonal form, then Example 1 shows that there may or may 
not be 1 X 1 and 2 X 2 blocks. Theorem 2 of [9, p. 1051 gives a sufficient 
condition for A to unitarily reduce to a sum of 1 X 1 and 2 X 2 blocks. 
5. KIPPENHAHN’S CONJECTURE FOR 72 < 5. 
Using the results of [8] and [9], and Theorem 3, we can show Kippenhahn’s 
conjecture holds for n < 5. This was also done in [ll] using a computational 
method. If n G 5 and m(x, y, A) has degree smaller than 5, thenf(x, y, X) has 
either a repeated linear factor or a repeated quadratic factor. In the case of a 
repeated linear factor, the theorem of [8, p. 2121 tells us H and K have a 
common eigenvector, and hence A is unitarily reducible. If there is a repeated 
quadratic factor, then m(x, y, X) has degree three and Theorem 3 guarantees 
A is unitarily reducible. 
I would like to thank the referee for pointing out an error in the original 
proof of Theorem 3 and fm off&ring help&l suggestions toward an alternative 
argument. 
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